
Honest, Proven, Trusted IT Partner

Jessica Flynn, Operations Administrator, 
Pashman Stein Walder Hayden, P.C. 

With WCA Technologies we have undoubtedly benefited from our long-standing trusted relationship. Since 
partnering with them, our firm has grown significantly and throughout this fast growth, it is their flexibility 
and understanding of our firm’s needs that truly sets them apart. They have navigated and guided us through 
numerous technology upgrades and projects throughout the years and it is because of their honesty, 
dedication, and hard work we continue to trust them as our IT vendor.” 

“

Defend the Data Privacy 

& Cybersecurity of Your Practice

Secure Your Law Firm’s Digital Files & Operations

Comprehensive IT Service Offerings

Transform your legal practice from vulnerable to venerable with WCA Technologies.

WCA Technologies, a member of the Cybersecurity Tech Accord, provides specialized security and 
unparalleled IT support, consulting, and managed IT services tailored specifically for law firms, since 1988.   
 

Ensure utmost legal standard compliance with our expertise and guidance from the American Bar 
Association and the New York Shield Act, while delivering smooth and secure digital operations

to your practice. 

Our tailored IT solutions are designed to fortify your firm's digital infrastructure and safeguard 
sensitive information. Here's how we deliver unparalleled support to the legal industry: 

Start with your Microsoft 365 Security Assessment to define the best digital defense for your legal practice. 
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Conducting a thorough security benchmarking and posture analysis of your legal firm’s IT environment, 
we deliver a detailed security & compliance roadmap to maximize your defenses.

Conduct a Security Benchmark

Assess Your Security Posture

Evaluate the strength of security of 
your digital operations against that of 
your peers & compliance regulations.

Identify current security challenges 
and weaknesses.

Receive a comprehensive plan for 
enhancing your Microsoft 365 
environment's security and compliance.

Implement crucial security measures, 
improve your Microsoft 365 security score, 

and ensure you're meeting the highest 
standards of client data protection.

Deliver a Tailored Security Roadmap

Maximize Your Digital Defense
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Maximum Security with Digital Reinforcements

Struggling to accurately determine your law firm’s security posture and IT needs? 



Gain clarity with WCA Technologies' Microsoft 365 Compliance & Security Assessment for Law Firms. 
This crucial evaluation enables your practice to enhance security and maintain compliance leveraging 
WCA Technologies’ extensive experience and guidelines from the New York SHIELD Act and the 
American Bar Association.
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Secure Your Technology with WCA Technologies

Our Seals of IT Excellence

Experience expert IT support from leaders in New York since 1988. Specializing in 
innovative and transformative IT for law firms, WCA Technologies is your partner in 
practice. Secure your technology today to gain peace of mind to focus on what’s 

most important to your partners and clients.


